2006 HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
Modern History

Section I (continued)

Question 2 (10 marks)

Explain why US entry into World War I proved to be the most significant of the war’s turning points.

Use Sources A and B and your own knowledge to answer this question.

Ending into main war, the most significant of all

The war’s turning points:

Germany was constantly on British & French
back foot continuously putting up a fight.

The USA fought thousands of soldiers, a lot
of guns & vehicles. They had all the
muscle. Their entry meant that the
allies could now hold back Germany
attacks & press on also maintain

redeploy to what central they had our
Germany

The morale of British & French troops
were lifted with the knowledge that the
USA were coming to their aid & also because
they would make a last effort which came hand
its coming to Europe.

The USA entry turned the war to
Germany’s favour & more chance to the
Allied Forces.
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